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ULTIMATE GOOEY SLIME

HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED

8 OZ GLUE BOTTLE
BORAX
LARGE MIXING BOWL
PLASTIC CUP
MEASURING UTENSILS
A ZIP-LOCK BAG
GOOEY SLIME

Throwing your own slime party is as easy as a trip to the grocery store to pick up these simple materials. Depending on how you make it, you'll get something that's stringy or slimy or more solid like putty. It's up you and how you want to make it. This variation on slime or putty or gak or flubber will probably remind you of a similar substance found in many toy stores.

Materials

- Elmer's Glue (8 oz. bottle of Elmer's Glue-All)
- Borax (a powdered soap found in the grocery store)
- Large mixing bowl
- Plastic cup (8 oz. size works well)
- Spoon
- Measuring cup
- Food coloring (the spice of life)
- Water
- Paper towel (hey, you've got to clean up!)
- Zipper-lock bag (don't you want to keep it when you're done?)
- Water
EXPERIMENT
Here’s the easiest way to make a big batch Elmer’s Slime. The measurements do not have to be exact but it’s a good idea to start with the proportions below for the first batch. Just vary the quantities of each ingredient to get a new and interesting batch of goo.
1. This recipe is based on using a brand new 8 ounce bottle of Elmer’s Glue. Empty the entire bottle of glue into a mixing bowl. Fill the empty bottle with warm water and shake (okay, put the lid on first and then shake). Pour the glue-water mixture into the mixing bowl and use the spoon to mix well.
2. Go ahead… add a drop or two of food coloring.
3. Measure 1/2 cup of warm water into the plastic cup and add a teaspoon of Borax powder to the water. Stir the solution – don’t worry if all of the powder dissolves. This Borax solution is the secret linking agent that causes the Elmer’s Glue molecules to turn into slime.
4. While stirring the glue in the mixing bowl, slowly add a little of the Borax solution. Immediately you’ll feel the long strands of molecules starting to connect. It’s time to abandon the spoon and use your hands to do the serious mixing. Keep adding the Borax solution to the glue mixture (don’t stop mixing) until you get a perfect batch of Elmer’s slime. You might like your slime more stringy while others like firm slime. Hey, you’re the head slime mixologist – do it your way!
5. When you’re finished playing with your Elmer’s slime, seal it up in a zipper-lock bag for safe keeping.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The mixture of Elmer’s Glue with Borax and water produces a putty-like material called a polymer. In simplest terms, a polymer is a long chain of molecules. You can use the example of cooking spaghetti to better understand why this polymer behaves in the way it does. When a pile of freshly cooked spaghetti comes out of the hot water and into the bowl, the strands flow like a liquid from the pan to the bowl. This is because the spaghetti strands are slippery and slide over one another. After awhile, the water drains off of the pasta and the strands start to stick together. The spaghetti takes on a rubbery texture. Wait a little while longer for all of the water to evaporate and the pile of spaghetti turns into a solid mass -- drop it on the floor and watch it bounce.
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Pour the glue into the bowl.
ADD WATER TO THE EMPTY BOTTLE AND SHAKE
ADD TO THE BOWL

MEASURE 1/2 CUP OF WATER
ADD ONE TEASPOON OF BORAX AND STIR

ADD THE BORAX SOLUTION TO THE BOWL AND MIX
STORE IN A ZIPLOK BAG FOR SAFEKEEPING. ADD FOOD COLORING IF YOU LIKE.